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INTRODUCTION 

In 2006, the Michigan Legislature created the Michigan Defense Center (MDC) to grow defense 
contracts and jobs in the state of Michigan. Since 2014, leadership of MDC developed strategic 
implementation of MDC’s core missions by focusing on the pursuit and capture of important new 
missions, protecting facilities and missions in the state, and creating new cutting-edge economic 
growth tools and programs that help Michigan companies expand their portfolios into federal 
contracting and the supply chain. In 2016, the state’s first strategic plan for defense, The Protect 
& Grow Initiative, was approved. 

The MDC’s proactive approach works! Michigan has steadily elevated its national ranking in  
defense contracting, as well as consistently increased growth in key economic factors including 
defense related jobs, personal income, and gross domestic product. The tools and programs 
the MDC created, such as the Bid Targeting System (BTS) and the Proposal Writing Services 
(PWS) grant program, are generating millions of dollars in contract awards for Michigan        
companies. Additionally, MDC advocacy is a significant factor in securing multiple new military 
missions around the state.  

The MDC embarked on a robust process to update the 
original strategic plan. Protect & Grow 2.0: Michigan’s 
Strategic Plan for the Defense, Defense Aerospace, and 
Homeland Security Economy was approved and          
published in the fall of 2019. 

In September 2019, the Michigan Defense Center named 
a new Executive Director, Vicki Selva. Selva has been 
part of the leadership team at MDC since 2014 and   
spearheaded the Protect and Grow strategy.  Since      
becoming Executive Director, Selva has recruited a new 
team of experts to build on the progress and successes 
already underway. 

In 2019, USAspending.gov reported that       

Michigan increased its overall direct              

defense-related spending to $11.88B. 

Since the inception of Protect & Grow in 2016, the        

economic growth indicators have substantially risen. 

$11.88 
BILLION 
in Overall Direct         
Defense-Related    
Spending 

68.31% GRP 
31.75% Personal Income 
42.68% Defense Related Jobs 

http://www.arsenalofinnovation.com/
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DoD INVESTMENT PRIORITIES 

In order to secure DoD investment opportunities, the state’s 

defense assets and industries need to align with DoD’s     

investment strategy. Protect & Grow 2.0 addresses ten     

domains that the DoD is prioritizing for investment. MDC  

conducted robust SWOT analyses and red teaming during 

the new strategy development process, which revealed    

varying levels of opportunity in Michigan for investment and 

growth in each domain. As a result, the MDC is working to 

facilitate investment in high-growth domains by leveraging 

existing and creating new resources and partnerships.  

UNITY OF EFFORT 
The Protect & Grow strategies bring military, industry, 
and academia together to develop Michigan’s defense 
ecosystem and help transition our state from the    
Arsenal of Democracy to the Arsenal of Innovation™. 
Success happens when Michigan continues this    
unified effort so that the state’s military assets,       
industry, and world-renowned academic institutions 
are positioned to secure the full spectrum of defense 
missions and industry opportunities. 

8 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
The MDC engaged in a rigorous process by consulting with 
subject matter experts throughout the state and its advisors 
to develop a new strategic plan. As a result, Protect & Grow 
2.0 contains eight strategic objectives with aggressive, yet 
achievable goals that align with the National Defense     
Strategy and DoD’s investment priorities. The new strategy 
continues to anchor the state’s military assets with new    
missions, leverage Michigan’s talent to win more contracts, 
and pursue emerging defense industries for state investment. 

1. Restructure and Fund Defense Investments by 

the State of Michigan 

2. Protect DoD and National Assets in Michigan 

3. Pursue New DoD and Associated Missions 

4. Posture Michigan for National Defense           

Strategy-driven Business Opportunities 

5. Increase DoD Contract Awards for Michigan-

based Companies 

6. Increase DoD R&D Spending in Michigan 

7. Enhance Strategic Messaging 

8. Partner with DMVA to Connect the Military      
Enterprise and Defense Industry 

• Autonomy & AI 

• Air, Land & Maritime 

• Multi-Domain 

• Manufacturing Readiness 

• Workforce Development 

• Cyber 

• Space 

• Aerospace 

• Hypersonics 

• Emerging Technologies 

DMVA STRATEGY ALIGNMENT 

The MDC and DMVA synchronized their efforts in           

developing the state’s defense ecosystem by aligning their 

respective strategic plans in 2019. Nesting strategic        

objectives in each plan provides a shared understanding 

and sets conditions for powerful partnerships with elected 

leaders and members of the defense industry. The MDC 

and DMVA partnership increases resourcing for the DMVA 

while supporting the Governor’s priority of economic       

development in Michigan. 

DMVA Strategic Objective 2.3: Partner with MDC to market 

DMVA assets, obtain new missions, and obtain additional 

resources. 

MDC Strategic Objective 8: Partner with DMVA to Connect 

the Military Enterprise and Defense Industry 
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PROTECT & GROW 2.0 YEAR IN REVIEW 
While 2020 marked the launch of the new state strategy for defense, it also was a year of unprecedented challenges and 
changes due to the coronavirus pandemic.  
 
While much of the world stopped, companies already involved in defense work were deemed essential to the defense     
industrial base and have done well in navigating the current economic landscape.  
 
Partnering with MEDC’s PMBC program, MDC connected 15 defense companies able and willing to switch defense       
manufacturing to PPE production with the statewide program developed to match these needs with supply. 
 
MDC connected two federal construction contractors to the Army Corp of Engineers to aid assistance in the creation of two 
regional field hospitals set up to handle hospital overflow needs. 
 
The MDC also commenced Protect & Grow 2.0 initiatives to support Michigan companies that are interested in, or 
already doing business with the federal government. Key initiatives include:  

• Developed NIST 800-171 compliance and Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) resources, an unfunded 
federal mandate for all companies in the federal supply chain 

• CMMC Advisory Committee made up of Defense Cyber Solutions, Merit, NSF, BAE Systems, GDLS, Grimm, 
MMTC, MEDC, UofM EGI and PTAC 

Impact: allows small and medium sized Michigan companies to enter or continue to do business with DoD 

• Created a proof of concept for a commercial Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) in Michigan  
Impact: provides the opportunity for companies to use an in-state facility for storing, using, discussing and      
electronically processing classified information in certain DoD contracts 

• Worked with economic development organizations, colleges, and universities to lay the groundwork for developing 
Michigan’s Industry 4.0 and emerging technologies workforce  

Impact: retains talent and strengthens the defense manufacturing base in the state 

• Pursued federal grants with military, academic and industry partners 
Impact: strengthens Michigan’s defense communities and defense industrial base 

• Identified and supported federal grants for Michigan communities of Alpena and Grayling 
Impact: strengthens Michigan’s defense communities and defense industrial base 

• Worked with their statewide partners to establish the first strategic defense marketing plan focused on decision-makers 
Impact: elevates Michigan’s recognition and reputation, which will ultimately result in new missions and increased 
investment in the defense ecosystem 

• Initiated and proposed to partners a plan to provide military housing near Selfridge  
Impact: secure the base and enhance the ability to attract and accommodate new missions and industries 

 
 
In 2020 the MDC continued their efforts in securing new missions in partnership with the DMVA. Increasing military        
missions creates more jobs and attracts companies to grow Michigan’s defense economy. The MDC and DMVA             
collaborated on the following initiatives: 

• Proposal to host the new Space Command 
Headquarters at Selfridge 

Impact: increases military and DoD civilian 
jobs, and attracts companies in the space 
sector to the state 

• Proposal to become the Foreign Military Sales 
(FMS) training site for F-16s and F-35s at 
Selfridge 

Impact: increases military and DoD civilian 
jobs, and attracts companies in the        
defense aerospace sector to the state 

• Established the Kelly Johnson All-Domain       
Innovation Center (KJADIC) at Selfridge ANG 
Base 

Impact: facilitates collaboration between 
the military, industry, and academia to   
develop emerging technologies in the air, 
land, sea and space domains 

U.S. Air National Guard photo by Master Sgt. Patrick S. Kerr   ALPENA, MI, UNITED STATES 07.22.2019 

http://www.arsenalofinnovation.com/
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• Cyber and connected vehicle innovation research 

• CAVIC– a project between the Army and GVSC on cybersecurity testing that the 

MDC supported going into 

• Defense research initiatives at the Ground Vehicle Systems Center (GVSC) 

• Recognition of the All Domain Training Center and Northern Strike at Camp 

Grayling and Alpena CRTC as critical to the Joint Force in support of the       

National Defense Strategy 

• Prohibition on the retirement of the A-10 Warthog 

• Investment in youth STEM education programs in Michigan 

• Congressional review of Great Lakes port security 

• Investment in PFAS contamination research and cleanup 

• Cybersecurity grants for small and medium manufacturers 

• Improving the effectiveness of bipartisan law to support Michigan veterans 

• Strengthening “Buy American” laws to support Michigan manufacturers 

• Support for the U.S. Naval Sea Cadet Corps, which includes Michigan’s 25 units 

comprised of 250 Naval Sea Cadets 

• Codification of the National Security Innovation Network, to strengthen the     

Defense Department’s connections to academic and industrial centers of       

innovation in Michigan and elsewhere 

• Funding for some of Michigan’s most important defense installations and        

activities such as the Ground Vehicle Systems Center and Northern Strike 

• Construction of a new lock in the Soo Locks complex 

• Amendment to address deficiencies in the Air Force’s strategic basing process, 

which will allow Michigan’s military installations to be more competitive 

• Investments in critical and innovative technologies under development in      

Michigan 

PARTNERSHIP WITH MICHIGAN’S CONGRESSIONAL 
DELEGATION FUELING NEW MISSIONS AND PROJECTS 

MICHIGAN’S FEDERAL SUCCESS 
The Michigan Defense Center and Protect & Grow Initiative has always garnered bipartisan support of state and federal  

legislators. The MDC’s efforts to support the Michigan Congressional Delegation in obtaining seats on the Armed Services 

and Appropriations Committees has led to a robust influential defense delegation not experienced before in this state. In 

fact, it is second in the nation only to California. In 2016, there were no members of the Michigan delegation on the Armed 

Services or Appropriations committees. Today, Senator Peters serves on the Senate Armed Services Committee,           

Representatives Slotkin, Bergman and Mitchell have been appointed to the House Armed Services Committee, and        

Representatives Moolenar and Lawrence hold purse strings on the House Appropriations Committee. This greatly increases 

Michigan’s influence on defense issues in Washington, DC. Traditionally, the entire delegation comes together in a          

bipartisan and bicameral way to support Michigan on defense and national security issues. This year the MDC and our D.C. 

Advocate Firm, The Roosevelt Group worked with the Michigan Congressional Delegation to incorporate key provisions in 

the FY 2021 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) that will impact        

Michigan:  

Senator Gary Peters 

Michigan Maximizes Congressional 
Delegation’s Federal Influence 
FY20 

• Selfridge ANGB Selected as Finalist for FMS F-16 & F-35 Training Site (2020) 

• Selfridge ANGB/City of Sterling Heights First Round Selection for Space Command Headquarters (2020) 

• Kelly Johnson All-Domain Innovation Center (2020) 

• Winter Strike: Multi-Domain Training (2020) 

• DCIP Federal Grant Submissions with City of Alpena, NOAA, and City of Grayling (2020) 

• DMCSP Federal Grant Submissions with LIFT, UofM Economic Growth Institute and Laurie Metcalf (2020) 

• Northern Strike: Multi-Domain Training (2016-2020) 

• Soo Locks - $75M* (2020)  

• Detroit Arsenal Substation—$24 Million** (2020) 
          

Congresswoman 

Elissa Slotkin  

Congresswoman 

Brenda Lawrence 

Congressman     

Jack Bergman 

Michigan’s Armed Services Delegation 

Michigan’s Appropriations Delegation 

Congressman     

John Moolenaar 

Congressman      

Paul Mitchell 
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RESOURCES FOR MICHIGAN COMPANIES 

BID TARGETING SYSTEM (BTS) / PROPOSAL WRITING SERVICES (PWS) 

GRANT PROGRAM FY19-20 SUMMARY 

Overall, $494 million in federal contracts have been awarded to Michigan          
businesses as a result of PWS grant funding and pre-qualified proposal writers. 

• $487,862,700 in DoD/DHS and federal contracts awarded to MDC grant recipients.  

 

FY 19-20 Program 

• 29 Proposal Writing Services (PWS) grant applications approved in FY20. 

• $6.6 million in pending awards to Michigan businesses as a result of MDC's PWS 
grant funding and pre-qualified proposal writers. 

$438:1 

Overall, the PWS Grant        

Program created a 

ROI 
FY 19-20 Program resulted in a 

$66:1 
ROI 

Includes all BTS/PWS program costs 
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The report includes BTS user base, PWS grant activity, and training. 

• Over 14,800 federally registered vendor profiles and 10,000+   

automatically matched federal bid opportunities 

• More than 1,000 new federally registered Michigan firms over the 

past two years. 

Presented 27 BTS in-person and virtual training events in FY20. 

• Over 300 total attendees participated in FY20 BTS training events. 

• Live online BTS and PWS grant training offered bi-weekly and marketed to thousands of Michigan companies. 

• Bid Targeting System (BTS) supports growing jobs through partnership and collaboration.  

ONLINE RESOURCE GUIDE 

In 2019 the MDC, with the help of our partners, created our first 

Online Resource Guide for Michigan companies and innovators 

who are interested in doing business with the Department of     

Defense (DoD) and Department of Homeland Security (DHS).  

The purpose of the Online Resource Guide is to provide            

information on the various organizations, tools and other resources 

available locally and at the state or national level that can help 

companies not only get started in federal contracting, but win    

federal contracts.  

This comprehensive Online Resource Guide has over 50 direct 

contacts to resources that are free or available at a low cost for 

Michigan companies. 

It is a working document that is constantly changing with the     

discovery of new or updated resources as they become available.   

http://www.arsenalofinnovation.com/
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PARTNERS 
The MDC continues to increase its statewide official partnerships. 35 partners range from 
academic institutions, and local, state, and economic development organizations.  The 
MDC leads their partners in working towards fulfilling the Protect & Grow strategic plan.  

• In FY20, MDC provided $120,000 in grant funding to support workforce development 

in the defense sector which aligns with Objective 4.0; Posture Michigan for National 
Defense Strategy-driven business opportunities.   

• The Middle Michigan Development Corporation (MMDC) Workforce Development  
Program received a grant to develop a bridge between business workforce             
development needs and college rapid certifications.  

• Macomb County received a grant for FY20 which they intend to use for the stand up of 

their Robotics Collaboration Center and Workforce Development Program.  

• The MDC Team is working with Macomb Community College to develop a workforce 
development and certification program.  

FUELING UNITY OF EFFORT 
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND INDUSTRY INDICATORS 

MICHIGAN CONTINUES TO RISE 
The MDC has had a significant impact on Protecting and Growing the defense industry in Michigan.  

In 2019, USAspending.gov reported that Michigan increased its overall direct defense-related spending to $11.88B, an increase 
of 5% from the 2018 (this includes transfers, contracts & grants, and compensation). 

In 2019, the MDC’s efforts proved instrumental in securing $4.92B in DoD/DHS prime contracts and grants performed in      
Michigan, a 3% increase from 2018.  

SPENDING TYPE 2018 2019 CHANGE 

     Transfers $4.64 $5.07 9% 

     Contracts $4.78 $4.92 3% 

     Compensation $1.86 $1.89 2% 

TOTAL $11.27 $11.88 5% 

DEFENSE INDUSTRY ECONOMIC GROWTH INDICATORS ON THE RISE* 

Employment – Employment includes all jobs supported by defense 
spending flowing into a given region. This includes direct (military 
personnel, defense contracts), indirect (inter-industry sales, i.e. 
suppliers), and induced (household spending) jobs. 

Personal Income – Personal income is the gross monetary value of all 
forms of income received by all jobs (see employment above) supported by 
defense spending. This includes salaries / wages, social security and other 
government benefits (including VA benefits and military pensions), divi-
dends and interest (doesn't include capital gains from fluctuations in equity 
investments), business ownership, and other sources.  

Gross Regional Product (GRP) – Gross regional product is the value of all 
goods and services generated from defense spending. This includes direct 
(military personnel, defense contractors), indirect (inter-industry sales, i.e. 
suppliers), and induced (household spending) effects. This indicator is 
traditionally used as the “economic impact” value. 

*Source: USAspending.gov 

DIRECT DEFENSE-RELATED SPENDING IN MICHIGAN* 

“The MDC and Protect and Grow initiative have developed a robust defense ecosystem that is primed to continue a 
growth trajectory. Increasing defense funding will further bolster and diversify the state’s defense economy and elevate 

the importance of our military installations to the Department of Defense.” -Vicki Selva, MDC Executive Director 
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The FY20 budget released in the fall of 2019 included a       
$1 million supplement for Protect and Grow projects.          
Unfortunately, this funding was vetoed during negotiations 
and subsequent supplements also fell victim to the COVID-19 
Crisis.  

The economic growth indicators including GRP, personal  
income, and defense related jobs have substantially risen. 
Since 2016, GRP has increased by 68.31%, Personal Income 
by 31.75%, and Total Employment by 42.68%. These positive 

indicators show how the Protect & Grow strategy has        
established and strengthened the defense ecosystem in 
Michigan.* 

The FY21 National Defense Budget estimates appropriations 
for the procurement of Weapons and Tracked Vehicles is   
projected to increase 10% annually over the next five years. 
The MDC and the state of Michigan are looking forward to 
taking advantage of this opportunity.  

http://www.arsenalofinnovation.com/
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STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS & OUTREACH 
As Executive Director, Vicki Selva sits on the Defense Legislative Caucus created by Senator Michael MacDonald and 
Representative Joe Tate in 2020. The Legislator’s invitation to the MDC to advise and participate on this body allows a 
free flow of information and an opportunity to coordinate the needs of the state with interested decision-makers.  

The MDC is an active partner and participates in all defense and aerospace related committees and events around the 
state, as well as select national organizations. Outreach is focused on educating the defense community on the          
resources that can assist businesses at building their toolbox to defense contracting, promoting Michigan and our        
defense assets and forging partnerships and relationships to strengthen the defense eco-system. 

 

The MDC regularly presents and acts as a coordinator and advisor to multiple committees supporting this sector: 

• Macomb Chamber Aerospace and Defense Committee 

• UofM Economic Growth Institute 

• Mid-Michigan Economic Development Corporation  

• The Michigan Advantage Aerospace and Defense Marketing Strategy Subcommittee 

• Michigan Military Coalition 

• NDIA, WID, AUSA, AFA 

 

The MDC has an important role in coordinating statewide efforts, multiple committees, and thousands of stakeholders. 
Challenges to live engagements due to COVID were matched with technology and the ability to use social and internet 
platforms to continue this MDC’s mission. 

• The MDC website was retooled in Spring 2020 
so companies can easily navigate to resources, 
learn about the state’s strategic plan, and       
navigate to MEDC resources. 

• The MDC relaunched a monthly newsletter    
highlighting resources for Michigan companies, 
like Bid Opportunities of the Month, monthly BTS 
Online Demos, Michigan companies awarded 
contracts, MEDC resources, and partner events. 
The newsletter is delivered to over 7,500        
subscribers each month.   

• In May 2020 the NDIA’s Michigan Defense      
Exposition (MDEX) was held to showcase    
Michigan’s military missions, industry and       
innovation, and promote Michigan’s capabilities as a national leader in this sector. As an NDIA Board Member and 
MDEX Chairperson, the MDC Executive Director overcame the COVID challenge by creating a National Virtual event 
in partnership with the United States Army. The event drew a national audience of over 6,500 people. 

9 
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FISCAL YEAR 2020 EVENTS 
Protect and Grow 2.0 Statewide Review Tour—October ‘19 

National Security Innovation Network Challenge Ann Arbor—October ‘19 

Michigan Arsenal of Innovation™ Reception (Association of U.S. Army 
D.C.)—October ‘19 

Women in Defense Annual Dinner Sponsor—October ‘19 

Automation Alley Integr8 Panel—November ‘19 

Defense Entrepreneurial Forum Host Ann Arbor—November ‘19 

Present Protect and Grow to the DMVA Leadership Conference         
—November ‘19 

MDC Michigan Innovation Tour with National Guard Bureau and   
Michigan National Guard—Jan ‘20 

MDC Auto at the Arsenal—Jan ‘20 

Quarterly Meeting with BDM’s in Lansing—Feb ‘20 

Detroit Regional Chamber MICHauto Summit—Feb ‘20 

Macomb County Chamber & Miller Canfield Emerging Opportunities in the 
Aerospace and Defense Industry—Feb ‘20 

NDIA Virtual MDEX—March ‘20 

Association of Defense Communities National Panel of Community      
Recovery, Panelist—June ‘20 

Protect & Grow 2.0 Community Discussion—June ‘20 

Macomb PTAC Meet the Buyer—August ‘20 

North American Space Summit—Aug/Sept ‘20 

MAX Webinar; MEDC/Australia, the Future of Freight (Military), Panelist  
—September ‘20 

Kelly Johnson All Domain Innovation Center Ribbon Cutting Ceremony   
—Sept ‘20 

PMBC Virtual Aerospace and Tech Summit—Sept ‘20 

MDC Defense Small and Minority-owned Busines Roundtable            
—Sept ‘20 

• At the 2020 Q2 Protect & Grow Community      
Discussion, the MDC hosted Governor Whitmer, 
state Senator Michael MacDonald, the Michigan 
Adjutant General, Major General Paul Rogers, 
along with other statewide partners. These     
quarterly stakeholder meetings offer MDC 
statewide partners a chance to share with a wide 
range of military, state government, industry and 
academic stakeholders their efforts and            
contributions to the objectives set forth in the    
Protect & Grow Initiative.  

• The upcoming October 2020 meeting (to be     
reported on FY2020) will include discussions on 
diversity in federal contracting. There will also be 
reports presented from TAG, PTACs of Michigan 
and an update on the new cybersecurity          
compliance program from MDC. 

• The MDC partnered with the SBA to hold a       
Defense Small and Minority-owned Business 
Roundtable with business leaders of Michigan’s 
diverse business community to solicit suggestions 
on how best to engage small and  minority owned 
businesses to pursue 8(a) status to excel in     
government contracting and strategies to better 
the federal program to provide value to these   
companies.  

• The MDC maintained its connection with the    
congressional delegation throughout the Michigan 
Defense Center’s monthly Congressional          
Delegation Call. This call includes Michigan’s   
entire Congressional Delegation; House and   
Senate Military Legislative Aides and occasionally 
members, Michigan Adjutant General, Major   
General Paul Rogers, MDC retained advocates at 
The Roosevelt Group, the Governor’s office, and 
the MDC Team. This call presents an opportunity 
to coordinate state and federal efforts to Protect 
and Grow the defense missions, industry, and 
economy in Michigan. 

 
PROTECT AND GROW UPDATE 
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In late March 2020 the MDC created a new LinkedIn account. Starting from zero, the 
MDC has grown its LinkedIn to 452 followers with other impressive metrics. All     
followers and engagement has grown organically, and not a result of sponsored or 
paid advertising. The content posted on LinkedIn shares MDC and partner resources, 
MEDC resources/announcements/events, DoD contract award notices and more  
valuable information.  

*210 from Greater Detroit Area, 19 from Washington D.C. Metro Area 

76.4% 

76.45% of followers hold 
upper management        
or C Suite positions 

The MDC has a 7% Engagement Rate 

compared to the industry average of 2% 

Defense & Space: 101 

Automotive: 31 

Information Technology & 

Services: 24 

Military: 20 

Higher Education: 19 

Other 

Includes OEM’s like General Dynamics Land   

Systems, BAE Systems, and General Motors 

Visitor Demographics:  
Top 5 by Industry 

RACKING UP ENGAGED LINKEDIN FOLLOWERS 

11 
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The Protect & Grow 2.0 strategy continues to reinforce Michigan’s legacy 
as the Arsenal of Democracy and will lead the Arsenal of Innovation™ by 
aligning with the National Defense Strategy, synchronizing with the         
Department of Military and Veterans Affair’s strategy and integrating with 
the MEDC Economic Strategy. The Protect and Grow objectives ensure 
that the full spectrum of defense opportunities are pursued while also     
allowing flexibility in responding to evolving DoD investment priorities. We 
look forward to continuing the work with our partners to:   

• Anchor military assets with new missions 

• Leverage Michigan’s talent to win more contracts and provide valuable 
resources to companies 

• Pursue new emerging defense industries for state investment 

THE WAY AHEAD 

 
PROTECT AND GROW UPDATE 
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Vicki Selva is the Executive Director of the 
Michigan Defense Center and leads a robust 
team of professionals to Protect and Grow 
Michigan’s defense, defense aerospace and 
homeland security industries and missions. 

Vicki has been managing budgets, developing 
programs and strategies for the Michigan Defense Center since 2014 
in various roles and is a leader in reshaping the State’s efforts to 
protect and grow missions and industry in federal contracting sectors 
of the economy: 

• An Architect and Manager of the State of Michigan’s Protect & 

Grow Initiative; A strategy for Michigan’s defense assets, industry 
and community 

• Federal Contract Proposal Writing Services Grant Program;        

Co-developed and implemented this tool for Michigan companies 
to begin federal contracting 

• Strategic Communications; Develops the state’s messaging,    

marketing strategies and materials for Michigan’s defense sector 

Prior to taking a leadership role at the Michigan Defense Center, Vicki 
built her reputation working with defense entities, global, national and 
local companies and has developed many important relationships 
with key members of industry, government and academia through her 
decade long service with U.S. Senator and Chairman of the Senate 
Armed Services Committee, Carl Levin. 

Vicki is an Advisor on the National Defense Industry Association- 
Board of Directors and has been appointed Michigan Representative 
to the NDIA National Policy Committee. Vicki was the MDEX2020 and 
is the current MDEX 2021 (Michigan Defense Expo) Chairperson. As 
well as a Mentor with the Women in Defense (WID) Association and a 
member of the Association of U.S. Army (AUSA). 

Vicki Selva has been awarded the Macomb County Partnership 
Award, the NDIA Volunteer of the Year Award and is recipient of the 
2017 Women in Defense/Crain’s Horizon Innovation Award.         
Nominations include the NDIA National Red Ball Express Award  
given to members of the defense community with expertise and a 
history of supporting tactical wheeled vehicles and the Association of 
Defense Communities National Award. 

—  

ABOUT THE MDC TEAM  

MDC’S CONTRACTED CONSULTANTS 

Cheryl is the Program Manager for the Michigan Defense Center’s 
Protect & Grow Initiative, the state’s defense, defense aerospace 
and homeland security economic strategic plan. 
Cheryl is a retired Air Force Reserve Lieutenant Colonel having 
served in various roles at the operational and strategic levels as 
an engineering officer including two deployments to Southwest 

Asia in support of the Iraq War and War in Afghanistan. She also served as a 
lead partnership facilitator for the Air Force Community Partnership Program, a 
Secretary of the Air Force initiative that develops installation-community       
partnerships. In her civilian career Cheryl has worked for public and private 
organizations in construction management, community planning and            
development, finance, technology, and government consulting. She has a   
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering from the Milwaukee School of 
Engineering, an MBA from California State University—Sacramento, and a   
Master of Natural Resources and Global Sustainability from Virginia Tech. She 
is a certified Project Management Professional (PMP). 

—  

Callie Oppertshauser is the Michigan Defense Center’s          
Communications Specialist. She executes strategic messaging for 
the state’s defense, defense aerospace and homeland security 
sector so that stakeholders are engaged and aware of Michigan’s 
efforts. Callie supports internal and external communication. 
After graduating from Michigan State University, Callie began her 

career at Michigan.com/A Gannett Company as a Multimedia Advertising     
Account Executive where she increased market share by gaining new business 
and grew their existing client base for American and Canadian companies. She 
also researched potential market segments and created strategies to effectively 
communicate and promote brand awareness. Callie later entered the            
government sector as an Administrative Support Assistant to the Executive   
Director of the Port Huron Housing Commission and was the Housing          
Commission’s liaison to various government agencies and organizations where 
she coordinated activities and special events with staff and community leaders. 

—  

Dustin Frigy is the Manager for the Business Resources Programs 
offered to Michigan companies and MEDC by the Michigan    
Defense Center. These programs directly assist Michigan       
companies in all stages of defense, defense aerospace and 
homeland security contracting and engagement. 
Dustin has been involved with purchasing for more than 19 years 

in professional positions with the Federal Government, State of Michigan, and 
various local government agencies. Before his role with the Michigan Defense 
Center, he served as the Director of Defense Logistics Agency – Procurement 
Technical Assistance Center in mid-Michigan for over 12 years, where he led a 
team of Procurement Consultants helping regional businesses secure hundreds 
of millions of dollars in government contracts. Dustin holds a Bachelor of     
Business and Master of Public Administration from the University of Michigan. 

—  

The Roosevelt Group 

TRG is a government relations consulting firm located on the doorstep of the United 
States Capitol. With hundreds of years of combined political, legislative, military and   
executive branch experience, we help clients achieve their federal legislative and policy 
goals through a collaborative, hands-on approach to government relations. TRG has  
unmatched access to DoD leaders and the ability to engage them in support of our clients.  

The Roosevelt Group provides the Michigan Defense Center with eyes and ears inside 
the Pentagon and DoD. This allows Michigan to promote our assets and compete for  
missions in this dynamic sector. Assistance in communicating new information beneficial 
to our objectives to Capitol Hill leaders is a key MDC strategy for Protecting and Growing 
Michigan’s defense, defense aerospace and homeland security industry and missions.  

The Matrix Design Group 

Matrix is an Employee-Owned consulting firm 

providing innovative leading edge solutions across 

a broad array of complex disciplines and industries. 

Matrix works with the Michigan Defense Center to 
conduct economic analysis, provide military      
experience and expertise, facilitate engagement, 
draft strategic plans, offer third party validation, and   
provide partnership guidance. 
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LEARN MORE AT: 

Selfridge Air National Guard Base  

http://www.arsenalofinnovation.com/
http://www.arsenalofinnovation.com/

